SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES: Supp. Fig.  1 : We computed the Ollivier--Ricci curvature of a random network and of a transcription network of E. Coli: darker colors represent more negative curvature. The average Ollivier--Ricci curvature for the random network and E. Coli was --0.3520 and --0.0222, respectively. This supports previous evidence regarding inherent biological robustness of such networks exhibiting motifs to that of a random network.
Supp. Fig. 2:
We computed and plot the differential co--expression with that of differential Ollivier--Ricci curvature to illustrate the uncovering of new information from the underlying network. In particular, the ranking of gene--to--gene interactions are different and the above plot is presented for the case of breast cancer. Similar results hold for remaining networks studied in the present work. SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES: Supp. Table 1 : A distribution analysis for changes in Ollivier--Ricci average curvature between cancer and normal tissue for all case studies involving a subset of known cancer related genes (denoted by T ). These statistics show that there exists a positive shit in the distribution signifying robustness. We also include the one tailed pair Wilcoxon signed rank test p--values to support the above statistics Supp. Table  5 : We provide two additional nodal measures for which we attach the minimum (and maximum) Ollivier Ricci Curvature at node x in an adjacent neighborhood of y for the network composed of metabolic genes. Similar to that of nodal measures discussed in the present work, we take the average over nodal measures. One can see that all networks exhibit, on average, higher nodal robustness with respect to these measures as well. We also provide p--values for one--tailed paired Wilcoxon signed rank test.
